8. Water management
8A. Current Situation
The company Vitens processes ground and surface water to drinking water in half of the
Netherlands and that drinking water has the best quality of all of Europe.
The province of Gelderland is responsible for the protection of ground water quantity and
quality, pursuant the national and European laws. The national and regional water boards are
responsible for the surface water quantity and quality, pursuant the WFD and the FD.
The municipality Nijmegen enshrines those policies in its zoning plans and water policy plans.
Nijmegen is responsible for sewer and storm water management.
Indicator

Unit

Domestic usage - Litres per capita per day
130
Total Usage - Litres per capita per day
184
Water loss in pipelines, leakage
management and network rehabilitation

5

litres/capita/day
litres/capita/day
%

Year of data
2012
2012
2015

Drinking water management
In Nijmegen, 100% of the households and businesses are equipped with a water meter. The Dutch law
prohibits large-scale use of grey water. Nijmegen initially wanted to apply it in the Waalsprong, which
has very high sustainability goals (Ecopolis). Now there are some small initiatives (offices) in Nijmegen.
Drinking water company Vitens has three water abstraction areas that serve the 171,000 residents
(2015) of Nijmegen. In 2012, the total drinking water consumption in Nijmegen was approximately
11.09 Mm3/y. Of this total, small consumers (< 300 m3/y) circa 6.03 Mm3/y, middle consumers
(<10000 m3/y) circa 2.33 Mm3/y and big consumers 2,71 Mm3/y. Water consumption in Holland has
declined sharply in recent decades: in 1992 still 137 litres per person per day, 119 litres in 2013. The
same trend in Nijmegen.
From figure 1 it can be deduced that the average water consumption is 123 m3/household/year, and
130 liters/person/day (in 2012). The municipal Annual Environmental Reports showed that the water
consumption from 2000 to 2004 was approximately 135m3/household/year. There is a clear downward
trend that is now stabilized.

Sector
Households/ inhabitants
Industry
Energy
Agriculture
Small businesses
Tourism
Public sector
Total Nijmegen

Quantity
63.818/ 165.000
801
0
48
670
19
727
66.083

usage (m3/y) 2012
7.858.146
1.552.477
0
204.315
587.860
63.464
826.866
11.093.128

Figure 1: Nijmegen water consumption by sector in Nijmegen in m3/2012 (Source: Vitens)
Vitens owns two water-abstraction areas in the forests of Nijmegen and one water-abstraction area
(location Nieuwe Marktstraat) in the centre of Nijmegen. There are groundwater protection areas (25year areas) around water-abstraction areas. The province of Gelderland controls that the municipality of
Nijmegen establishes this protection in her development and water policy plans. New spatial
developments are only permitted under the principle of "standstill - step forward".

Under the old city of Nijmegen there are several large, historical groundwater contaminants that cannot
be remediated (Figure 2). Nevertheless Vitens has always succeeded in achieving the required water
quality. However, the purification of polluted raw ground water is becoming too expensive. That is why
the city water abstraction Nieuwe Marktstraat will close at the end of 2015. As of 2016 it will be
replaced by a new clean groundwater abstraction area outside of the city in a polder area.
In 2008, the Province of Gelderland and Vitens concluded the Agreement Sustainable Drinking Water
Supply Gelderland. For this purpose, an Area Dossier Heumensoord has been created in 2013. Vitens
performs monitoring at endangered monitoring locations to any threats in good time. In its plans for the
sewer systems, Nijmegen included measures to address leaky sewers in this groundwater-protected
area. For over twenty years Nijmegen stopped using pesticides in green maintenance.

Figure 2: Overview Nijmegen water abstraction areas (1 year zone), ground water protection
areas (25 year) and retractable zone (100 year) and groundwater contamination sites (dots)
Vitens manages a pipeline network of 49,000 km in the Netherlands. Water loss through leakages is
estimated at 5% Vitens-wide. Repair of leaks takes place within 24 hours after notification under normal
conditions. Because of the high quality of the pipeline system this seldom occurs.
Vitens wants to reduce its energy consumption by 20% in 2020, compared to 2010. Measures are laid
down in a multi-year energy program. In 2013, the emphasis was on awareness, research and
preparation. The energy nexus is declining (Figure 3). The energy consumption 2014 was equal to
2013 but the CO2-emission was lowered with 18% regarding 2010. Vitens uses since 2014 only
renewable energy (wind).

2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

Energy consumption
Heumensoord
(including) Nieuwe
Marktstraat (kwh)
4.788.189
5.057.515
4.556.584
4.772.721
4.900.827
4.596.473
3.154.451

Supplied drinking
water Nijmegen
(m3)
12.552.143
12.394.399
12.140.383
11.998.300
12.219.062
11.413.332
7.682.675

Specific
kwh/m3
(incl NM)
0,381
0,408
0,375
0,398
0,401
0,403
0,411

Figure 3: Energy consumption Pumping station Heumensoord (including pumping station
Nieuwe Markt) and per m3 of drinking water produced in Nijmegen (2015 Jan-Aug)

Storm and surface water management
Municipality Nijmegen has an active policy on storm water management. In the old town, Nijmegen has
a mixed sewerage with around 700 hectares of concretion. To achieve the Basic Commitment, the
optimization study in 2008 determined that 55 hectares already was disconnected and that from 01-012006 another 77 hectares had to be disconnected. This effort has been completed in 2014.
Figure 4: Boundary “dry” area:
disconnection policy (outlined in
red). In the wet areas north of the
Waal and west of the channel
storm water is harvested in ponds
In Nijmegen the city water systems
(North and west) are maintained by
water board Rivierenland. North of
the Waal the storm water goes via
infiltration facilities ('wadis) to the
ponds. West of the channel storm
water is directly harvested in the
ponds. Only the few rural main water
courses are monitored for the WFD,
not the ponds in the city. The river
Waal
is
under
control
of
Rijkswaterstaat, the national water
board, who monitors also for the
WFD. The water quality of most of
the municipal ponds is good, of the
rural water courses and river much
lower. The water boards have made
up their River Basin Management
Plans (WFD) and no measures are
foreseen in the city water system.
The Flood risk management plans
do have a big impact on the city (see
figure 5).

Figure 5: Flood Risk mapping around Nijmegen (maximum water depth and minimal respons
time to flooding when the dike breaks. Legenda colors: left undeep, right very deep (4-5m), top
line slow (langzaam), quick (snel) and inmediately (meteen, 1-2 hours)

8B. Past performance goals
Drinking water abstraction and groundwater protection
The first drinking water companies in the Netherlands are only a century old, just like in Nijmegen. In the
years after that, water companies merged into the current ten companies, of which Vitens is the largest
one. Thanks to the size of the modern drinking water companies, it is possible to invest more in water
technology. The quality of drinking water continues to improve. The most recent research (European
Committee, 2006) puts the Netherlands first in Europe when it comes to the quality of drinking water.
The drinking water use per resident has really decreased in the past twenty years, despite the increase
in devices at home. In 1995 and 1998, flushing the toilet was number ONE as a water user. Since 1995,
the use of the shower increased by 34%, which is now responsible for the major part of water usage at
home (Figure 6). However the water savings for flushing toilets is now approximately 20% and on water
use of washing machines 44%.

English
Drinking water 2013 per type of
use (in %)
Shower 43%
Toilet flush 28%
Washing clothing, machine 12%
Sink 4%
Dishes, hand 3%
Other 3%
Dishes, machine 2%
Bath 25 %
Washing clothing, hand 1%
Coffee, tea, water 1%
Food preparation 1%

Figure 6: Division water usage in litres/day (Source: VEWIN/TNS NIPO 2013)

Nijmegen used to communicate about measures to save drinking water (Water Plan, 2001-2015). Since
then our Water Service Point created awareness programs, along with external partners (water weeks,
water markets), aimed at consciousness and economic water use (Figure 7). Nowadays this process is
adopted by the State, water boards and drinking water companies. National regulations stipulate that
new buildings should have water-saving installations (toilet, shower etc.).
Vitens has launched the campaign “Tap water please”. The objective was that more people use tap
water in their own bottles, instead of buying bottled water. Vitens and Nijmegen did place11 'Join-thePipe' tapping points in the city centre, where everyone can get free tap water.

Figure 7 (left) Photo Water Market 2004: Water drop tells about water management
and (right) Water meter sticker for disconnected houses

Storm water management
In our Water Plan Nijmegen (2001-2015), we decided together with our partners: to work towards a more
sustainable water system, with the aim of a healthy and resilient water system and an attractive living
environment at the lowest cost to society.
Since 2000 the municipality energetically started to work on disconnection projects. That means: in the
current city not to allow storm water to drain into the sewer, but to filter it into the ground. Because of two
sustainability aspects: separation at the source instead of purifying afterwards and addition to the
groundwater from which our drinking water is collected. There was also a legal obligation of the socalled Basic Commitment (50% reduction waste from sewage into the surface water compared to 1985).
But disconnection in existing areas is hard and takes time (Figure 8). Combined with the water board,
we built a sand filter near the waste water treatment plant, a so-called third stage in effluent purification.
So the municipality got time until 2019 to disconnect the needed hectares. Currently, this goal has been
achieved (132 ha is disconnected), and the sand filter is taken over by the water board, which now uses
it to purify sewage water from neighbouring municipalities.
Nijmegen was hit in 2009 by a very heavy storm: streets on the moraine area (Nijmegen-East) and in the
centre were flooded. The municipality has since then examined the risks, models have been set up. In
2012, we started a project with the residents in the most vulnerable streets to prevent future damage.
Through surveys and evening meetings, residents have been queried and informed. Residents have
been given instructions on how to make their houses 'waterproof'. Our Water Service Point handles the
communication with the residents.

Figure 8: Part of the disconnection map (in blue areas with underground disconnection devices,
in purple, red or green other disconnections techniques are used).
Surface water management
In the ‘90s the government gave Nijmegen a major building task: 12,000 homes. Nijmegen did not
want to sacrifice again greenery and nature in the city and the region. The solution was the incorporation
of the agricultural neighbouring municipality Lent, North of the Waal. Basis for that Waalsprong
development was the Ecopolis strategy. This district is therefore provided with a sustainable water
system and a robust green-blue framework that connects to the landscapes around Nijmegen (Figure 9).
Storm water is harvested in wadis and after purification led to the system of ponds and big lakes. In
times of drought water is pumped out of the lakes and there is no need that the water board transports
water from outside the city. Our water system is not ready yet, but the ponds do have a good water
quality and high ecological values. The water board monitors this on a regular basis. In the near future
one of the lakes will be a swim location, so the water quality has to meet the European directives.
Earlier in the ‘60s and ‘70s Nijmegen had also major building task: 10.000 homes. These western city
areas Dukenburg and Lindenholt also do have robust green and blue structures. For those days also a
sustainable water system was realized with a separated sewer system. Less ecological build than the
Waalsprong area, but it is climate proof for heavy rains. The municipality monitors the ground water
quantity, because of our task to prevent ground water nuisance.

Figure 9: Urban green and blue structures connect to the Ecological Network around the city
(Map Spatial Zoning Vision 2013) (Waalsprong north of the river and Dukenburg west of channel)
Dutch
Water en groenstructuren
Bosrijke groengebieden
Open groengebieden
Parken en binnenstedelijke groengebieden
Uiterwaarden
Waal en Maaswaal kanaal

English
Water and green structures
Green areas with a lot of forests
Open green areas
Parks and inner-city green areas
Floodplains
Waal and Maas-Waal channel

Watersystemen
Stuwwal

Water systems
Moraine area

River basin management
January 1926 the last severe flooding happened around Nijmegen. The Meuse dike broke and the
polder area west of Nijmegen was flooded. 3.000 homes in the Land of Meuse and Waal were
destroyed, damage 10 million Guilders. Since then the dikes were strengthened several times. But it was
clearly visible in 1993 and 1995 that the river still can overflow at high tide (Figure 10). Again 250.000
people were evacuated. Since then the government changed her vision and wants now to create more
space for rivers in more than 30 places (Room for the River program). Room for the Waal in Nijmegen is
part of this program. The Waal makes a sharp turn at Nijmegen and narrows down to form here a
bottleneck. It was necessary to take measures to protect the inhabitants against the force of the water.
The water defence walls at the south side of the river were strengthened. On the north side a huge dike
relocation project is being realized in the heart of our city (Figure 12).

Figure 10: Flood threat in Nijmegen in 1995
8C. Future Projects
Storm and surface water management
Our storm water policy fits in with the ambition of Nijmegen to become climate resilient in 2050. In 2016
we set a new sewage plan (2017-2022) in which we include our climate adaption strategy, aimed at
vulnerability for heavy rainfall. We also supplement the groundwater by large scale disconnection, which
makes our green and natural areas less vulnerable to drought and heat. This adaptation strategy is in
line with national policies (Delta Decision Spatial Adaptation, 2014) and the European Mayors Adapt,
which Nijmegen both has signed.
Water board Rivierenland and Nijmegen want to optimize the surface water system of Nijmegen to be
able to process the heavy rainfall and make sure that sufficient fresh water is available during dry spells.
Water is needed for both green management and to maintain the water quality in ponds. Together with
the surrounding villages we are setting up a climate adaptation strategy (figure 11).
River basin management
National and regional water boards are setting up new River Basin Management Plans in 2015/2016. In
these plans no ecological measures are foreseen for the city of Nijmegen, else then the Room for the
Waal plans. Target is to be prepared for high Rhine water levels in 2100 (18.000 m3/sec). That is much
higher compared with 1926 (12.600 m3/sec) and 1995 (12.000 m3/sec). For Nijmegen, this
encompasses a relocation of the Lentse Waal dike and subsequent construction of a secondary channel
in the floodplains. This creates an island in the Waal, and a unique urban river park in the heart of
Nijmegen with space for housing, recreation, culture, water and nature. The water quality of the river will
be improved and also the biodiversity in the Natura 2000 areas in the flood plains.

Figure 11: Vulnerability of wet nature areas for drought (yellow: none; orange: slight; red;
medium; purple: severe; blue; unknown vulnerability)

Figure 12: Room for the Waal Nijmegen (seen from the west) to be completed in 2016

The City Island and the ancillary channel become new links in the chain of nature development along the
Waal and Rhine. Nature development West of Nijmegen takes place in Oosterhoutse and Beuningse
Waarden, and to the East in the Stadswaard (Figure 13). The World Wildlife Fund is a powerful engine
behind this nature development. It supports nature maintenance organizations like the Ark Foundation.
The Ark Foundation reintroduced the sturgeon in the Waal a few years ago. Other significant species
that benefit from the nature in and around Nijmegen are beavers and white-tailed eagles. Otters, which
disappeared from the Netherlands years ago, were observed at several places in the Ooijpolder in 2014.
Nijmegen, as the largest city along the Waal, wants to become the gate of perception of river scenery.
Along with the Nature Museum Nijmegen and the State Forestry, Nijmegen is working on realization of
the Nature Museum Bastei (red dot in Figure 13). The Nature Centre requires an investment of more
than € 6 million; completion in 2016.

Figure 13: Nature development on the flood plains

Drinking water management
In 2008, the Province of Gelderland and Vitens signed the Sustainable Drinking Water Provision
Gelderland Agreement. The goal was to reduce the amount of water abstracted by Vitens, to take care
of sufficient drinking water reserves during incidents, limiting the negative effects on wet nature and
preventing soil contamination. This reduces the effect of drinking water abstraction and protects the
groundwater quality.
For the groundwater abstraction in Heumensoord (Nijmegen) an area dossier is created, which ensure
that Vitens and the province meet the demands of the Water Framework Guideline. The file contains
agreements about improving and taking care of groundwater with municipality, province and Vitens.
The water abstraction Nieuwe Markt (city centre) closes end of 2015, because it is too expensive to
purify any longer the polluted groundwater. In order to replace the approximately 4,4 Mm3/year that can
be pumped here annually, the water abstraction capacity elsewhere in Gelderland is fully utilized. A
conveyor line is set up from pump station Fikkesdries (Driel), which pumps clean groundwater from the
Veluwe massive to Nijmegen. The additional transport costs outweigh the much lower treatment costs
that would be required as of 2016.

Sustainability policy Vitens
In its annual report 2013, Vitens stated about the results of her sustainability policy: "The following
topics are included in a sustainability strategy and developed into concrete goals. These tables serve as
a summary of the goals and results achieved." (Figures 14 and 15).

Figure 14: Sustainable Water Strategy Vitens

Subject

Goal

Results 2013
Sustainable Water

20% energy savings in 2020
Energy
compared to 2010
consumption 2% per year, calculated in
kWh/m3
Sustainable
Generation of 20%
energy
sustainable energy in 2020
30% reduction emission in
CO2
2013 compared to 2010
emission
50% reduction emission in
2020 compared to 2010
Waste
1% reduction combustible
waste compared to last year
Waste water

No structural overflows
100% reuse of waste streams

Waste
streams

High quality use of compost
acid in Friesland

Environmen
t
management

Vitens complies with the ISO
14001-2004 norm

Biodiversity

Vitens complies with the
Barometer Duurzaam
Terreinbeheer (norm SMK)

1% reduction achieved
No result achieved, exploration still in
progress
Result not yet achieved because of delay in
use of methane capture plan Spannenburg
(Friesland)
9% reduction achieved
8 structural overflows and 9 incidental
overflows
100% reuse via the Reststoffen Unie
compost acids have been used since Q3, to
improve the soil
ISO certificate achieved

Certificate achieved: level gold

Figure 15: Vitens' Strategy Sustainable business and communication with customers

Subject
Goal
Responsible business

Results 2013

Sustainable
purchasing

100% application of National
criteria for tenders (if
applicable)

72.6% of the tenders for which the
Ministry has criteria available

Sustainable
locations and
projects

Develop sustainability
dashboard for all production
locations
Building location Vechterweerd according to BREEAM

Dashboard completed, implementation
with Asset Management
Certificate BREEAM ‘Very Good’
achieved. Construction has started

Making
mobility more
sustainable

More sustainable fleet

New leasing arrangement and leasing
company

Increase on Transparency
Benchmark
Transparency Increase on the Dow Jones
Sustainability Index (voluntary
assessment)
Connection with the community
Sustainable
Offering sustainable products
product and and services to customers via
service
online platform

Awareness
customers

Awareness about water and
energy
Increased awareness tap water

TB-score 10 points up: 165 points (of the
200)
DJSI score same as last year: 69 (mean 54,
highest score 82)

Waterworks launched in Q4 2013
Participation in WaterSpaarders, an
initiative with Unilever, WNF, MCF and
Eneco
Join the Pipe points at NS stations
Almere-Centrum (Q3) and Amersfoort
(Q4)
‘Tapwater please’ campaign at sports
clubs; cooperation with PEC Zwolle
United and strategic alliance with Johan
Cruyff Foundation

Stakeholder
dialogue

Strategic environment
management

Dialogue for strategic environment
management

Involve stakeholders with
determining materiality

Dialogue Materiality matrix

Children’s Council Dialogue on
World Water Day

Dialogue about water and sustainability
between a school in the Netherlands and a
school in Kenya

Vitens wants to bring the intelligent drinking water network of the future a step closer with the
Smartwater4Europe program. The initiative within the European FP7 Water Inno Demo Call program
Inno Demo Callhas received a €6 million grant. The Smartwater4Europe consortium consists of 21
organizations including 12 middle-size and/or small companies, three water companies and three
research institutes. The main participants in the consortium in addition Vitens are the Thames Water
from London Water, Acciona Agua from Spain and the University of Lille (France). The renowned Dutch
research institute KWR participates as well.
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